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The following broadcast by Dr, Edvard Genes,
president of the Czechoslovak Republic, will
be given in the European Service at 8,45 p.m.

tonight in connection with the 25thAnniversary
of the foundation of the Czechoslovak Republic,

Czechoslovak citizens,

A year ago and two years ago I hoped that we should celebrate the 28th October

194-3, the Silver Jubilee of the Republic, already in new and joyous freedom, in a

flood of joy and amid the merciless destruction of the final remnants of Teutonic

rule in our country.

In firm certainty that this day is no longer for off we commemorate devotedly
the beautiful first twenty years of your Republic and participate in your hearts with
us in the jubilee which we here can celebrate freely today. And we shall celebrate

the triumph of victory some few. months later than I expected.

The miserable end of Italian Fascism has already come and Italy has fallen,
the Balkans are already aflame, the submarine war is finally won for the Allies, the
air front in Western Germany is terrible and the British and American Air Force

will multiply in the course of the present winter everything that Germany has so

far experienced in this respect* At the end of the war not 0 single German city
will be intact.

But the main German catastrophe is the Russian front. Even in Germany no one

today conceals the fact that on the Eastern front the situation is extremely critical
and that in a few months it may develop into catastrophe. Me here know 7/ell from

our reports from Germany what is the final defensive line in the East on which the
German Command has agreed and that it is new approaching this last line* The

present retreat from the Dnieper, enforced by the Soviet Army, is a retirement to
this line.

From next spring onwards, therefore Germany will no longer hold her own

situation in her own hands* as always in such situations it is no longer the mil
of the leaders that is decisive* The fall of a military machine of this kind and a

whole empire of this kind becomes, when its weakness and disintegration have reached

a certain stage, nothing but 0 more agglomeration of mechanical forces whose collapse
approaches irresistibly as if by clockwork and in the final stages of its break-up
usually depends on apparently very insignificant events.

Let us express it openly: who in Germany itself and even in the leading positions
in Berlin would have believed on July 25th last that the meeting of the Fascist
Council in Home would at a single blow break the heck of Mussolini, Italy, the whole

Fascist regime and empire and would deal, a mortal blow at the whole Axis.

And so today, on our day of jubilee, reflect on the coming months of the war.

Joyously, calmly, with certainty and self-confidence.

It is in this sense also that we here ore already preparing our conclusion to

this terrible war. Me are making preparations for the swift organisation of an

army at home. Our ministries together with the other lilies are already drawing up
the armistice conditions, and from the international point of view we already have

all our principal affairs ready: the international status of Czechoslovakia from

the pre-Munich period is restored, our relationship: to the principal States of the

World is re-established, the old parts of our territory and State are again assured

for us, and all the main injustices committed against us are being today, and, will be

immediately after the fall of Germany, fully redressed.

The third question which I should like to stress on this jubilee day is that of

your preparations for the fall of Germany, Me have here detailed and many-sided
reports concerning the situation in the Reich. Me know what economic and financial

conditions ore like, we know what is the military state of affairs, we know what

frightful conditions prevail in the bombed cities, how morally wretched is the

condition of the population of all classes in towns and countryside.
Me have just now received from Goman ecclesiastical circles a detailed report

on the condition of Germany. They give us authentic reports on the hard social,
economic, political and moral state of the Gorman nation into which the war has

already brought it and they tell of the state of disintegration amid which the present
regime is preparing to collapse in the political and military sense.
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I therefore send you this determined and emphatic appeal: we must not let

slip or lose this historic moment -which is already hastily approaching. This
task I impose upon to-day as President of the Republic on our great day of jubilee.
And I therefore repeat: into battle. To-day, to-morrow, every day.

Each one as best he can, deliberately and systematically, cautiously but

stubbornly, Ido not call for unnecessary, hasty and rash sacrifices. Nor do

I call for premature mass sacrifices. The command -will be given for the mass struggle
at the time when, together with the Allies, we have everything prepared in the

military respect.

I should like to conclude my jubilee appeal to you to-day in these few words

Do not look back to-day any longer into the recent past, What happened to us in
1 938 and 39 has already been internationally redressed to-day and our nation and State

already have their former place fully assured in the world - even firmer and surer than

before. Everything that befell Europe and the -world from 1938 onwards forms a single
great, united whole and you must regard it as a united whole# In this whole every

European nation lias its task and part*

Some played their part well and decently, others badly miserably and wretchedly.
Even some democracies made bad mistakes and are paying dearly for them. Just lock at

the heavy price which Prance is paying for the faults of her policy before Munich and

in 1938. See what heavy calamities befell Poland, Rumania, Yugoslavia for a few

mistakes. But nor/ all this is past - all this is being wiped out either by their

splendid military deeds or by their own suffering.

Today let us only think that Italy’s turn has now come and that she is bearing
the frightful consequences of her Fascist policy and above all that now Germany's
turn is finally coming, the turn of all.her assistants and very soon now that of all

cur domestic culprits.

And 'When, dear fellow-citizens, at the end of this 'war after our new victory we

regard the historic justice of this terrible 'War, we shall say that despite the fact

that after 1938 our fate -was terrible, nevertheless we have accomplished our national

task in this perhaps most terrible time of recent centuries, that we have ensured our

future better, sufficiently defended our honour and national dignity, and have thus

added new and glorious pages to our great national history.

But I repeat: all this will indeed depend on our conduct to-day and towards the

end of the. war, about which I have been speaking to you to-day# prepare for this end*

It must be great, glorious and decisive, To-day I have clearly and uncompromisingly
indicated the path to it# I believe that the whole nation will in all our lands

understand what it should do and prepare from to-day onwards#
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